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Use of SPOOF's in the Analysis of Faulty
Logic Networks
FREDERICK W. CLEGG
Abstract-In general, one cannot predict the effects of possible failures on the functional characteristics of a logic network without knowledge of the structure of that network.
The structure- and parity-observing output function (SPOOF) described in this paper provides a new and convenient means of characterizing both network structure and output function in a single algebraic
expression.
A straightforward method for the determination of a SPOOF for any
logic network is demonstrated. Similarities between SPOOF's and other
means of characterizing network structure are discussed. Examples are
presented that show several useful applications of this new tool. It is
shown that the SPOOF provides an easy means by which the effects of
any "stuck-at" fault-single or multiple-on the functional characteristics of a logic network can be determined. In addition, one may, using
SPOOF's, determine just which faults, if any, can occur in a network to
affect its output function in a given way. Other likely applications of
SPOOF's, not yet fully explored, are indicated and areas for future research are suggested.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper will present a new tool that is of potential use
to those who wish to study the characteristics of switching circuits in which one or more of the circuit's components
are subject to failure. The techniques presented are applicable
to gate-type combinational logic networks. The type of failures considered is that of "stuck-at" faults-conditions whose
logical effect can be specified by saying that the levels on some
signal lines in the network in which they are present are
stuck-at constant logical values. The condition, say Fl, in
which some line j in a network is stuck-at a constant logical 0
and some line k in the same network is simultaneously stuck-at
a logical 1 will be written as F, = j/O, k/l . The set of all possible stuck-at faults that can occur in a logic network is designated as Y. In this and in all other respects, the notations used
in
this paper are compatible with those used [1] -[3].
Index Terms-Fault detection and diagnosis, fault equivalence, faultIn the analysis of logic networks, it is possible to obtain a
tolerant computing, reliability of digital systems, SPOOF's.
certain amount of knowledge about the effects of certain faults
Manuscript received July 10, 1972; revised October 11, 1972. This on particular networks and their output functions given only
work was supported in part by the NSF Grant GJ-165 and in part by knowledge of the Boolean functions that these networks imthe Joint Services Electronics Program under Contract N-00014-67plement.1 Unfortunately, however, one generally needs inforA-01 12-0044.
The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara, Calif. 95053.

1 See,

for example, [2, theorems 6.9(a) and (b)] .
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edge of the structure of that network. Knowledge merely of
the design function of the network is not, in general, adequate
for this purpose.
II. A MEANS OF CHARACTERIZING NETWORK STRUCTURE

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. An illustration of a case where knowledge of network structure is necessary to determine t'e possible effects faults may have on
network output function. (a) In the presence of F = a/l, d/1, / 1, this
structure realizes the function z = x V y. (b) The design function of
this structure is the same as that for the structure of (a) viz. z = x a ybut there are no stuck-at faults at all which can occur in this structure
to cause the output function to become z = x V 5y.

OF A BOOLEAN EXPRESSION
A convenient and effective technique for characterizing the
structure of a logic network to an extent sufficient to permit
analysis of the effects of all possible stuck-at faults on the output function of that network will now be presented. This technique will employ somewhat modified Boolean expressions for
the output function of a given network which themselves bear
information about the details of that network's structure.
Let us look again at the EXCLUSIVE-OR network whose structure is shown in Fig. l(a). The logic signal at the output terminal of this network is just the logic function associated with
edge k of the graph of Fig. l(a). We denote this by
Z = Zk.

Using subscripted z's to indicate the logic signals ordinarily
present on the various lines of the network (or edges of the
mation about the structure of a logic network as well in order graph model of the network) we proceed writing
to be able to predict the effects of various possible faults on
Z =Zk
the network's output function. This fact is illustrated in the
following example.
= (Zg Zh)k
Example 1: Fig. 1 indicates the structure of two logic net= (g V 2ij)k
works. The manner in which directed graphs have been employed as models or descriptions of network structure is rela=Zgk V Zhk*
tively self-evident; this modeling scheme is, however, discussed
The reader will notice that we are affixing complement desigfully in [1]. The x, y, and z vertices correspond in each case
nations
(overbars) to certain of the subscripts as well as to the
to the input and output terminals of the network and are called
signal
variables
themselves. This is an essential aspect of the
input vertices and output vertices, respectively. The edges of
technique
being
developed here. Continuing, we have
the graphs correspond to network signal lines. In Fig. l(b), the
`fl symbols associated with vertices A 1 and A 2 indicate that
Z = k V Z-hck
these vertices correspond to inverter circuits in the network de= (FZ V Zd)g V (Ze V
scribed. The "A" symbol associated with vertices A3 through
A5 indicate that these vertices correspond to gates realizing the
Zcjk Zdgk V Zehik Zfhkcomplement of the AND (A) function-i.e., to NAND gates.
Such a graph describing the structure of a network will be The signals on edges c and f are just the input signals x andy,
respectively, so we continue with
called the logical model of the network.
Both of the networks described in Fig. 1 are implementations
Z = Zcgk Zdgk V Zejik Zf7k
of the EXCLUSIVE-OR function, z =x $Dy. We say that the
EXCLUSIVE-OR function is the design function of both
= Xcgk ( a V idgk V (Za V Fbieek Yfiik
networks.
= Xck (Xa V fg)dgk V (Xa V fg)efik Yfiik
The familiar structure of Fig. l(a) employs four two-input
NAND gates while the structure of Fig. l(b) utilizes three twoZ=Xcgk Xa d g k V XcFk Yb d g k V Xa e h k Yfiik
input NAND gates in addition to two inverters.
VjTe h k Yfhk
If the realization of Fig. l(a) is afflicted by the fault F=
al1, dl 1, fl 1, the output function of this structure will become This resulting expression of the output function of the netz =x Vy.
work will be called a disjunctive SPOOF. The structure- and
On the other hand, in the entire set 3f for the structure parity-observing output function (SPOOF) with the adjective
shown in Fig. l(b) there is no fault at all that can cause the net- disjunctive indicates that we have repeatedly used the distribuwork output function to change to z = x V -. (The reader who tive property u(v V w) = uv V uw to obtain an expression in
does not believe this assertion is invited to find such a fault.)
disjunctive normal form (i.e., "sum-of-products" form). By
Example 1 demonstrates the fact that, in order to know fully using instead, the distributive property u V vw = (u V v)
how the output function of a given network may be affected (u V w), one can obtain a similar expression for the network
by various faults (or, alternatively, in order to know what fault output function in "product-of-sums" form called a conjuncfunctions are possible), one must in general have some knowl- tive SPOOF.
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It is of essential importance to note that the properties of ordinary Boolean algebra u u = 0 and u V u = 1 must not be used
to "cancel" terms in the expression.
The reader may note at this point that the disjunctive
SPOOF of a logic network as informally introduced above
bears a close reserliblance to the equivalent normal form (e n f)
of that network as developed by Armstrong [4] to facilitate
generation of tests for the network. The essential difference
between the disjunctive SPOOF and the e n f for a given network is the presence or absence of overbars over each of the
subscript symbols of each literal indicating the parity of the
signal (i.e., whether the signal appears in "true" or complement
form) associated with that literal on the line associated with
that subscript.
The SPOOF that we have introduced, it may be noted, also
exhibits similarities to the output functions expressed in terms
of "literal propositions" as developed by Poage [5]. To readers familiar with the work of [5], it will be apparent, however,
that the SPOOF provides a much more compact and somewhat
more tractable and more easily derived notation for the information needed for complete analysis of the effects of possible
faults on the functional characteristics of a given network.
The reader may also note that each term of the disjunctive
SPOOF looks very similar to a conjunction of the elements of
a P set, as the latter are defined by McCluskey [6]. Before we
formally define SPOOF's, in fact, we shall introduce some useful extensions of the concepts of P sets and S sets.
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Condition 5: No subscript symbol not overbarred in accordance with Condition 4 is overbarred.
Principles of duality probably lead the reader to anticipate
the definition of SPO-S sets.

Definition 2: A set of subscripted literals in an SPO-S set
(structure- and parity-observing S set) of a network whose logical model is G if and only if the following conditions hold.
Condition 1: Each literal of the set possesses a subscript
consisting of a sequence of symbols corresponding to a sequence of edges constituting a path through G from ah input

vertex to an output vertex.
Condition 2: %F [G] has a value of 0 whenever all of the
literals of the set have values of 0, where F is any member of
the set Y for the network that does not involve any of the
lines of the network corresponding to edges in G denoted by
symbols appearing in one or more of the subscripts of the literals of the set.
Condition 3: When any literal is removed from the set,
Condition 2 no longer holds.
Condition 4: The set meets Conditions 4 and 5 of Definition 1.
Example 2: For the network whose logical model is shown
in Fig. l(a), the SPO-P sets are
{Xcgk;

Xadgk}

{Xcgk; Ybdgk}

III. SPO-P SETS, SPO-S SETS, AND SPOOF'S
{Xaehk; YfRk}
Definition 1: A set of subscripted literals is an SPO-P set
{Ybehk; Yfhk}l
(structure- and parity-observing P set) of a network whose
logical model is G if and only if the following conditions hold.
The SPO-S sets for the network are
Condition 1: Each literal of the set possesses a subscript
{Xcgk; Xaehk; Ybehk}
consisting of a sequence of symbols corresponding to a sequence of edges constituting a path through G from an input
{Xcgk; Yfiik}
vertex to an output vertex.
{Xadgk; Ybdgk; Xaehk; Ybehik}
Condition 2: If we denote as ZF [GI the output of the network modeled by G whenever that network contains the fault
{Xadgk; Ybdgk; Yfiik}"
F, then2 F [GI has a value of 1 whenever all of the literals
We defer until later a discussion of how the SPO-P sets and
of the set have values of 1, where F is any member of the
SPO-S
sets of a network are obtained.
set 5. for the network that does not involve any of the lines of
We
shall
rarely use the SPO-P sets and SPO-S sets of a netthe network corresponding to edges in G denoted by symbols
work
themselves
in this work. We have introduced them here
appearing in one or more of the subscripts of the literals of the
for
primarily
two
reasons: 1) to illustrate a useful extension of
set.
the
of
P
sets and S sets as defilned by McCluskey; and
concepts
Condition 3: When any literal is removed from the set,
to
facilitate
the
rigorous definition of SPOOF's.
-2)
Condition 2 no longer holds.
Condition 4: Whenever, along the path described by the
Definition 3: The disjunctive SPOOF of a network structure
subscript of a literal in the set, there are, between an edge a in is a Boolean expression in disjunctive normal form, having one
that path and the output vertex of G, an odd number of invert- term for each SPO set of the network. Each such term consists
of a conjunction of the subscripted literals of the corresponding vertices,2 the symbol a is overbarred.
ing SPO-P set.
21-vertices, A-vertices, and V-vertices will hereafter be called invertDefinition 4: The conjunctive SPOOF of a network strucing vertices. Certain other types of vertices (e.g., e-vertices) cannot be
classified as "inverting" or "noninverting." Therefore, all formal results ture is a Boolean expression in conjunctive normal form, havconcerning SPO-P sets, SPO-S sets, and SPOOF's in this work will be applicable only to networks containing only AND, OR, NAND, ,NOR, and ing one term for each SPO-S set of the network. Each such
NOT gates. Experience with numerous examples indicates, however, term consists of a disjunction of the subscripted literals of the
that SPOOF's are equally useful in dealing with networks not meeting
this restriction. Work is presently underway that will remove this re- corresponding SPO-S set.
striction on the range of the applicability of the formal results preExample 3: In our introductory discussion of SPOOF's, we
sented in this paper.
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derived the disjunctive SPOOF for the network structure of
Fig. l(a):
h
Xcik Xdgjk V Xcgk Ydgjk v XaJei k Yfffk YEe Jk YfkIf, in the expansion of the various expressions occurring in
the derivation of a SPOOF, we use the distributive property
u V vw = (u V v)(u V w) instead of the property u(v V w) =
uv V uw, the end result of the derivation will be the conjunctive SPOOF of the network. Thus
Z

=

Zk

Z

= Zgk V Z,k
=

(4c

V

i-)jgk

V (Ze

V Zifk

= Zcjk Zdgk V Zeh k Zfh k
(Zcgk V Zeh k)(Zcgk V Zfflk)
A (Zdgk V

=

(Xcik
A

V

ZeFk)(Zdjk

(Za

V

V Zfh k)

4b)ehEk)(Xcik V Yffk)

((a V 4i0djk V (Za V 4Oeik)

((a V Z)daik V Yffk)
= (xcjk V XaeEk V YFeiik) A (Xcjk V Yfik) A (iadik
VYdgdkV Xaenk VfYEeJk) A (Jajdk VfYdik VYrpk)A

Theorem 1: Let G be the logical model of a network and let
z be a SPOOF of that network. Then for a fault F =aa /1,
a2/12,*- , ak/llk (lG {O,1}), ZA[G] may be determined as
follows.
Step 1: Whenever any symbols ai appear as a subscript to a
literal in z, let a1 denote that symbol which designates the
closest edge to the output vertex of all the edges designated by
symbols ai. (Since the subscript is a sequence of symbols describing a path through G from an input vertex to the output
vertex, if any of the ai appear in a literal's subscript; the symbol designated aj for that literal must necessarily be unique.)
Step 2: Replace the literal by lJ, if no overbar appears over
a1 in the subscript, and by hI otherwise.
Step 3: When Steps 1 and 2 have been completed for all ai
affected by the fault, remove all of the subscripts from the
thus-modified SPOOF and simplify the resulting expression by
the techniques of Boolean algebra.
This result is proved in [3, theorem 6.11. Its utility is illustrated in the following example.
Example 4: As we have seen, the disjunctive SPOOF of the
network structure shown in Fig. l(a) is

YRdgk V Xaehk Yffik V YTeRk YfRik
Suppose we wish to know the output function ZF [GI where
F = a/ 1, dl 1, f/ 1. Using the technique of Theorem 1 we may
In the applications to which we shall put them, whenever we find it easily
are interested in the SPO-P sets (SPO-S sets) of a network, we
ZF [G] = xcgk 1 V x ik 1
will typically be interested in all the SPO-P sets (SPO-S sets) of
that network. That is to say we will be using the disjunctive
V 0- 1 VYFeEk 1
(conjunctive) SPOOF's of networks rather than the individual
x VxV OVySPO-P sets (SPO-S sets), which represent the component terms
of the SPOOF's. These SPOOF's will be determined by derivx Vy.
ing expressions for the network's output function by working
from the network output back to the network inputs, keeping We may determine ZpF, [G] , where F1 = c/I, as
track as we go of the various lines through which signals propa2F, [G] = 1 Xadgk V 1 Ybdjk V
gate and the parities of the signals on these lines-i.e., by emxaehk Yfiik V Ybeflk Yfhk
=iV
XfViy-k V yy
ploying the techniques we used in our introductory discussion
of SPOOF's and in Example 3. Once the disjunctive (conjuncV -y.
tive) SPOOF of a network is thus determined, the SPO-P sets
(SPO-S sets) of the network structure may be determined by Also, for F2 = fl 1,
inspection of the terms of the SPOOF. This is in fact ihe
method whereby the SPO-P sets and SPO-S sets of the structure
ZF2 [G] = Xcgk Xadgk V Xcgk Ybdjk V Xaehk 1 V YbehkI
2
shown in Fig. l(a) that were presented in Example were
derived.
= XkV y.
There remains at this point the question of whether the exin
Exdiscussion
and
in
our
derived
introductory
pressions
F1 and F2 are funcample 3 are in fact the SPOOF's of the structure shown in Fig. Thus we see that these latter two faults
of
and [2].
in
the
terminology
[1]
tionally
equivalent
l(a) according to Definitions 3 and 4. This question is anwithout great
be
used
also
SPOOF's
of
network
can
The
a
swered affirrnatively by [3, theorem 5.1].
difficulty to finid just which faults, if any, can affect that network's output function in a given way, as we see in the followIV. APPLICATIONS OF SPOOF'S
ing
example.
One of the most useful applications of SPOOF's results from
the fact that it is exceedingly easy to determine the effect of Example 5: Let G be the structure shown in Fig. l(a). Supany stuck-at fault on the output function of a network if the pose we wish to ascertain for which faults FJ, if any, ZFr[G] =
SPOOF (either disjunctive or conjunctive) of that network is xVy.
Let us number the literals of the disjunctive SPOOF of the
known. This rather obvious application is demonstrated in the
network as follows:
following.
Z = Xcgk Xadgk V Xcgk
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Z=

Xcgk Xadgk
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V Xcjk Ybdgk V Xaehk Yfiik V Ybehk Yfiik-

Next, let us adopt the following shorthand notation.
(I)- 1 Change literal(I) tol (where I E {0, 1}).
(+D 1 Do not change literalOto 1.
Ot) Do not change literal(at all.

Using this notation, we see that any faults Fj for which
= x V y must be such that, in using the SPOOF to find
that fault's effect on the network output function, the following conditions must be fulfilled.
Condition 1: We must get a term containing x but neithery
nor x.
Condition 2: We must get a term containingy but neither x
nory.
Condition 3: We must not get the terms x, y or x y.
Condition 1 will be fulfilled if we do the following:

ZFj[G]

{0 )+ 1, (2)}

(1)

or

{),

I
1}.

Condition 2 will be fulfilled if we do the following:

{

-+

1,©}

or

{O l,}1,
And Condition 3 will be violated if we do the following:

{0 I,(+> o
or

{O, ©}
or

{jo)-* 1,®q+

o}

or

{(3) 0 , ()1}(8)
or

{T

0, (a) I

(9)
We can do (1) only if we have a fault with a component c/l.
If we are to have c/l and not violation (7), we must also have
a fault component b/l1, dIG, g/l1, or k/G. But we cannot have
+*

dIG, gil, or k/0 if we are to do ( 1). Hence if we are to have
(1), we must also have b/l. Next, we seek to do either (3) or
(4). If we are to do (3), we must have a component a/G or ell,
but if we have a/0, we cannot do (1) as we have supposed.
Thus we must have e/l. Since we can have e/l without requiring any other components to avoid violations of required
conditions, we have found one such fault such that ZF[G] =
x Vy, viz.,F =b/, c/i, eli.
Let us next attempt to find a suitable fault by doing (1) and
(4), rather than (1) and (3). We can do (4) only if we have a

fault component b/O or el1, but if we have bi0, we cannot do
(1) as supposed. Thus, here again, we must have e/l and are
led to F = bl1, cl1, e/l. If one attempts to fulfill Condition 1
by doing (2) instead of (1), he will discover this to be impossible under the given restraints. From this, we may in turn
conclude that F= b/1, cl, e/l is the only fault in the set Y for
the network of Fig. 1(a) for which ZF [G] = x V y.
The technique illustrated in this example appears perhaps at
first glance to be arduous. If the reader practices it with other
examples of his own choosing, however, the author suspects
that the reader will soon agree with him that this technique is
one of the many things in life that are much easier to do than
to describe.
In addition to the above applications, the SPOOF is useful
in other applications as well. For example, techniques using
SPOOF's for establishing upper bounds on, and in some cases
exact counts of, the number of equivalence classes of faults occurring in a logic network are discussed in [3].
V. CONCLUSION

AND

PROJECTIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated that knowledge of the
structure of a given logic network must in general be available
before one can analyze the effects of failures, not only on the
structural characteristics, but also on the functional behavior
of that network. We have developed the SPOOF-a convenient
and compact means by which this information about network
structure may be formulated in an algebraic expression resembling a disjunctive-or conjunctive-normal-form Boolean expression for the network output function.
Although the definitions and other formal results developed
in this paper use the concept of "inverting vertices" and therefore apply only to networks consisting of AND, OR, NAND,
NOR, and NOT gates, experience has shown that SPOOF's are
equally useful in dealing with networks containing other gate
types as well. Work is presently underway that will remove the
restrictions imposed by the concept of inverting vertices and
extend the applicability of the formal results to these more
general networks.
Useful applications of SPOOF's as presented in this paper
include the analysis of the effects of a given fault on the output function of the network in which it occurs, and the determination of just which faults, if any, can affect a network's
output in a specified way. It has been, furthermore, pointed
out that SPOOF's may be used to assist one in establishing upper bounds on, and in some cases exact counts of equivalence
classes.
In addition to the above-indicated applications in which the
SPOOF has already shown itself to be valuable, it is expected
that the SPOOF may find use in a number of applications not
yet explored as a versatile and powerful tool for the analysis of
faults in logic networks and their effects. This expectation is
enhanced by the fact that either a disjunctive or a conjunctive
SPOOF is isomorphic to the network that it describes.3
3The proof of this assertion is readily accomplished by demonstration
of a procedure for reconstructing the logical model of a network given
either of its SPOOF's. This procedure is the subject of a short forthcoming paper.
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It is readily apparent that all information contained in a net-

combinational circuits," in Proc. Symp. Mathematical Theory of

It is felt that the results described in this paper, the techniques developed, and the applications suggested constitute further progress toward a goal first expressed by this author in
[ 1]: the.use of an algebraic approach to develop a general, formal theory of faulty digital systems that will be useful to those
concerned with digital system reliability in the same way that
the more traditional "theory of switching circuits" has been
useful to those concerned onily with "healthy" digital systems.
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[6], may be trivially obtained from that network's SPOOF's.
This fact suggests that it would probably be, not only practical,
but economically desirable to analyze a logic network that has
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